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THE COCOURS.

The incident that took place at the Concours for the
Internat of Hospitals referred to in my last has been cleared
up to the complete exoneration of the physician accused of
favouritism. The Director of Public Assistance adopted a
rather strange course in obtaining from the Prefect of the
Seine a decree to annul the proceedings of the examining
board, which was dissolved, and another one has been in-
stituted in its stead. The first meeting of the new Concours
took place on Monday, the 19th inst., when the amphi-
theatre was crowded to overflowing. Things passed off
pretty quietly until the names of the female candidates
were called out, when a tumult commenced, but no other
incident occurred.

Dr. Proust has been appointed Professor of Hygiene at
the Paris Faculty of Medicine, in the room of Professor
Bouchardat, who has retired.

Paris, Oct. 21st.

BERLIN.

(From our own Correspondent.)

ASSEMBLY OF GERMAN NATURALISTS AND PHYSICIANS IN

STRASBURG.

THE peculiar position which Strasburg has occupied at all
times on the frontier of German and French dominion, being
passionately claimed by both countries, has endowed this
city with a rare interest. When two hundred years ago it
surrendered to France, it was on the condition that the
German university there should continue to exist, but about
the time of the French revolution Strasburg became a French
academical seat. Seventy years later Germany recovered
her lost territory, and with it the ancient university became
re-established. It prospered quickly, and attained a high
reputation. A large number of celebrated men of science
had accepted its invitation to be present at this year’s (the
fifty-eighth) Assembly of German Naturalists. Professor
Kussmaul, in his opening address to the assembly, captivated
his listeners for fairly an hour in giving a sketch of the city’s
scientific history of the past. After him the Minister, Von
Hofmann, the Mayor, Herr Stempel, and the Rector of the
University, M. Heitz, addressed the assembly. For next year
Berlin is appointed as the meeting-place, with Professor
Virchow as chief manager. The proceedings were of an
animated description. In the evenings the party amused
themselves in the gardens and in the brilliantly illuminated
town hall. On Sunday they drove to Zahern, where a luncheon
was spread for them by the executive of the Government.
More than 1000 persons partook of it. Excellent speeches
by Virchow, Kussmaul, and others seasoned the repast. The
social intercourse among the members was very animated,
and the newly knit ties of collegial sympathy will not fail
to mark their influence upon the scientific negotiations. The
Strasburgers themselves did not exhibit any enthusiasm, yet
preserved an amiable neutrality. Though the scientific pro-
gramme did not fully answer expectation, there was still a
sufficient number of new and interesting objects to make
the time pass pleasantly. Very large was the participation
on the part of Austria. After the death of the ever-
memorable Graefe, Professor Welz caused a premium to be
given every three years to the best composition which
within this period should make its appearance in Graefe’s
" Archives fur Ophthalmologie." The jury for adjudicating
prizeswas chosen bythe Ophthalmological Society. Premiums
have already been given to Professor Leber of Gottingen, to
Dr. Weber of Darmstadt, to Dr. Knies of Zurich, and to
Professor Gudden of Munich; and this year’s prize was
awarded to the celebrated oculist, Dr. Samelsen of Cologne,
for his paper Neuritis Retrobulberis."

ESTABLISHMENTS FOR THE CURE OF OBESITY.

Professor Oertel of Munich, inventor of the method which
Schweninger had so successfully applied to the Chancellor
of the Empire, has set out for different places, in order to
found establishments therein for the cure of patients suffering
from diseases of the heart, fatty heart, obesitas universalis,
&c. Baden-Baden, Ischl, the Semmering, and Abazzia on the
Adriatic, are already chosen for this purpose. As climatic
stations, Meran, Bozen, Gries, and others have already been
opened.

VOTE OF CONFIDENCE IN PROFESSOR GRAF.

By most of the medical societies of Berlin the conduct of
Dr. Graf, President of the Union of German Physicians, -was
blamed, because he voted in the Prussian diet for granting a
salary to Professor Schweninger. Professor Graf’s re-election
seemed very doubtful on that account. Yet this expectation
proved to be erroneous. At the meeting of physicians in
Stuttgart, Graf received a vote of confidence, it being under-
stood that the question of appointing a Professor of Der-
matology in Berlin, and the meetings for that purpose in the
Prussian Parliament, had nothing to do with the Union of
German Physicians. This vote, in acknowledging fully the
merits of Professor Graf, at the same time officially and
energetically declines to take any notice of the much-

spoken-of Physician in Ordinary to the Imperial Chancellor.
Berlin, Oct. 14th.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

THE adjourned meeting was held on Thursday last, the.22nd inst., when a large number of Fellows again assembled,
and the debate was continued with vigour. Sir A. Clark

opened it by a long and eloquent speech, in which he ex-
pressed the hope that the College would accept the principl&
of the resolutions, which aimed at the removal of an actual
grievance, and in which he discussed seriatim all the

arguments advanced against the proposal. Dr. N. Moore

pointed out that the elements of a university training and
education existed in London, and trusted that a uni-

versity composed of a single Faculty (Medicine) would
be established. Dr. Matthews Duncan opposed the

scheme ; and Dr. Priestley also pointed out that a

degree meant more than a mere licence to practise. He

thought the Teaching University scheme should be sup-
ported. Sir Risdon Bennett warned the College against
changes which might be fatal to its existence, and moved
an amendment to the effect that, in view of the grievance
now felt by students and medical practitioners because of
the difficulty of obtaining degrees in London, it was the
duty of the College to devise means to remedy the

grievance, with due regard to the functions and posi-
tion of the College. This was seconded by Dr. Duck-
worth. Dr. Greenfield withdrew his amendment in
favour of Sir R. Bennett’s. Drs. Bristowe and Iloxon
and Sir H. Pitman supported the original proposal; and
in order to clear up an ambiguity in the report, Dr.

Wilks moved a verbal alteration in the first clause. This

was seconded by Dr. Broadbent, and after a vigorous
speech in support of the College taking steps in the direc-
tion indicated by the President, Sir W. Jenner, a division
was taken, with the result that Sir Risdon Bennett’s
amendment was lost by a large majority; and that of
Dr. Wilks was carried by an even larger majority. The

report thus amended was adopted, and a reference was
made to the Council to carry out the resolution.

THE SERVICES.

Surgeon-General T. W. Fox, late Principal Medical Officer
in Egypt, proceeds early next month to India to assume
staff duty in that country. His successor in Egypt is
Surgeon-General J. O’Nial, C.B.
WAR OFFICE.&mdash;Army Medical Staff: Surgeon-Major Joseph

Fleming, M.D., has retired on temporary half-pay.
i ADMIRALTY.&mdash;The following appointments have been
made :-Surgeon Jeremiah Sugrue, M.D., to the Raleigh :
Surgeon Francis H. Julyan, to the Watchful; Surgeon Hugh
Wallis, to be Surgeon and Agent at Cuckmere and Crowlink.
RIFLE VOLUNTEERS.&mdash;2nd Volunteer Battalion, the Queen’s 5

Own (Royal West Kent Regiment): David Thompson Play-
fair, Gent., M.B., to be Acting Snrgeon.-5th (West) Middle-
sex : Sydney Hamilton Taylor, Gent., M.D., to be Acting
Surgeon.&mdash;’7th West Riding of Yorkshire: Acting Surgeon
Henry Bendelack Hewetson resigns his appointment.


